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NEW High-performance 32" stereo color TV
F32689. You get amazing picture quality and super features: up to 765 lines of
horizontal resolution, 3 -line digital comb filter-a new digital separation
technology that eliminates blurred edges between colors and reduces dot crawl.
Advanced Twin Tuner' Picture -In -Picture (see below), plus dark -tint glass tube for
superb contrast. GUIDE Plus+ Gold interactive program guide helps you find
shows faster (see below). 10 -watt stereo amplifier. Sound Logic' audio leveler
maintains a consistent volume level. Master Touch® universal glow -in -the -dark
remote. Two sets of audio/video inputs with one S -video input, one component
input, and a pair of switchable (variable/fixed) audio outputs. V -Chip lets parents
block unwanted broadcasts. User preference is secured using a 4 -digit
password. English/Spanish displays RSSP 16-3408 649.99

Advanced Twin Tuner Picture -in -Picture
 See two shows at once, both in color
 Move PIP window anywhere on screen
 Swap show in PIP window with show on main screen anytime
 Channel surf in PIP window while watching a show on screen

GUIDE Plus+ Gold- menu-a better way to surf
 Get an instant summary of your favorite TV shows
 Sort shows by category, such as sports or kids' programs
 See the latest news  Record with just one touch
And, there's no monthly fee!

RCA
NEW 20" TV/DVD combo with TrueFlat'" tube
BD2OTF10. All -in -one entertainment system. TrueFlat picture tube reduces the
reflected image field by more than 60% compared to standard tubes. This gives all
viewers a wider viewing angle, allowing the entire screen to be seen. Plays DVDs and
audio CDs with CD-R/MP3 compatible playback. 1.5x, 2x and 4x zoom during DVD
playback. Features MTS stereo reception, Sound Logic, built-in stereo amplifier and
front -firing speakers for great sound. Dolby Digitaly/DTS" compatible. GUIDE Plus+
Gold interactive program guide. Universal remote. Front and rear audio/video inputs
with rear S -video input, coaxial audic output. 19Ax203Ax18%".

16-3310 449.99FtSSP

Available Sept. 2001

TV swivels and universal stand

Television swivels. Provide ideal viewing from any seat in
the room. Constructed of solid wood. Plastic bearings for
smooth, effortless 360° rotation. Sizes for TVs from 13" to 36".

For TV sizes Color Base size Cat. No. Each

13"-17" Black 14x12" RSU 12041810 29.99

13"-17" White 14x12" RSU 12041851 29.99

19"-21" Black 2 0 x 15" RSU 12041828 39.99

25"-27" Black 26x16" RSU 12041836 44.99

30"-36" Black 32x19" RSU 12041844 59.99

RCA
Safer TV stand from RCA''
Ideal for 27-36" TVs. Safety rail prevents TV from slipping off stand.
Extended, arched side panels prevent stand from tipping. Safety
stabilization strap attaches TV stand securely to wall It even has
break -resistant, tempered glass doors. 16-3700 149.99

iagEEESM. AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: ordering at our stores from RadioShack Unlimited°
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK.


